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A set S with a binary oper;;aion + defined on a set X properly con- 
taining S, is said to be stlv~-jk? ri’ and only if for all X, ~1 E S (x, y not 
necessarily distinct elements) x + _v $ S. 
There are exactly two non-isomorphic edge-colorings of &Ila with 
three color3 so that no monochromatic triangle is formed. These two 
colorings are non-degenerate with respect o the Ramsey Number 
N( 3.3,3 ;2). Greenwood and C~ZEXM~‘S [ t ] coloring is based on a parti- 
tion of the non-zero elements uf rhe Gaiois Field of order 24 {GF(24 1) 
into three sum-free sets. Fig. 1 shows that Kalbfleisch and Stanton’s 
[ 2) coloring is based on a partition of the nonzen> elements of the 
cross product of the integers rnoduilo four with the, integers modulo 
four (i!!, x Z4) into three sum-free sets. The partition is unique up to 
graph isomorphism. 
Thus both the GreenwoodGleason and Kalbfleisch-Stanton color- 
ings of X16 can be obtained from a partition 
of an abelian group into three sum-free sets. 
of the non-zero elements 
[ 2) J.G. Kalbfkisch and R.G. Stanton, On the murimal triangle-free edge-chromatic graphs in 
thmc colors, J. Combinatorial Theory 5 (1.968) 9-20. 
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